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Main Themes: Disappointing US jobs data provided
markets some relief that the Fed will not rush to
pare back support. US stocks closed near record
highs and yields declined.
Share Markets: US stocks rose after weaker-thanexpected payrolls dampened concerns the Fed may
tighten policy sooner than expected. The S&P 500
rose 0.9%, close to its record high, while the Dow
increased 0.5% and the Nasdaq jumped 1.5%. The
Dax climbed 0.4% and the ASX 200 rose 0.5%.
Interest Rates: US 10-year treasury yields declined
7 basis points to 1.55%. Australian 10-year yields
were up 2 basis points, while 3-year yields rose
4 basis points.
Foreign Exchange: The Australian dollar jumped
from 0.7660 to 0.7742 on US dollar weakness but
remained in its range from recent weeks.
Commodities: Commodity prices were generally up,
with oil, iron ore and gold edging higher.
Australia: The residential property boom continues
to drive growth in housing finance with the value of
new loans, excluding refinancing, increasing 3.7% in
April. Over the year, housing loan commitments are
up 68.2% - the fastest rate on record.
Owner-occupiers continue to lead the housing
upturn. New lending to owner-occupiers increased
4.3% in the month, although construction-related
spending continued to drop, declining 11.4%. This

fall follows the expiry of the HomeBuilder scheme in
April.
Investor lending rose 2.1% in April, the slowest pace
in six months, after leaping 14.3% in March.
Policymakers will be keeping a close eye on
developments in investor lending. We cannot rule
out a tightening in macroprudential controls in
2022.
In further evidence of mounting affordability
pressures, lending to first home buyers declined for
the third month in a row and are now 5.4% below
the peak in January 2021. First home buyers tend to
be more sensitive to affordability pressures than
other cohorts. And with dwelling prices expected to
increase further, the affordability crunch looks set
to intensify.
The increase in lending was broad-based across the
country. The biggest increase was in the Northern
Territory (7.0%), followed by Victoria (6.8%) and
New South Wales (6.6%).
We expect the momentum in housing finance will
carry forward. Low interest rates, elevated
consumer confidence and the ongoing recovery in
the labour market will continue to provide support
over the coming period.
Europe: Retail sales declined 3.1% in April, partly
reflecting stricter lockdown measures in some parts
of Europe.
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Japan: Household spending rose 13.0% year-onyear in April, up from 6.2% annual growth in March.
However, most of the increase reflected last year’s
low base. In month-on-month terms, spending
increased just 0.1%. A number of regions in Japan
have been under a state of emergency since late
April, including Tokyo, as the country battles
another wave of COVID-19 cases.
United States: Non-farm payrolls increased 559k in
May. While the data showed that jobs growth
picked up pace from a 266k increase in April, it was
well below expectations of a 675k increase. The US
labour market remains 7.6 million jobs short of prepandemic levels.
The unemployment rate dropped to 5.8% from
6.1% in May. However, it remains elevated relative
to its level before the pandemic, around 3.5%.
Average hourly earnings surprised to the upside,
increasing 0.5% in the month.
Factory orders disappointed, declining 0.6% in April,
with a 0.2% decline expected. Durable goods orders
declined 1.3% in April, in line with the preliminary
estimate.
World: G-7 nations reached a landmark deal to
impose a minimum corporate tax rate of at least
15% on foreign earnings. The rules could help
countries collect tax from digital companies in
countries where they make money, instead of just
where they are headquartered. That includes tech
giants, like Amazon and Facebook, who for years
have shifted revenue offshore into more favourable
jurisdictions. However, the rules are unlikely to
materially lift tax revenue in Australia, estimated to
raise just hundreds of millions of dollars extra each
year for the Federal budget.

Today’s key data and events:
AU ANZ Job Ads May prev 4.7% (11:30am)
JN Leading Index CI Apr exp 102.9 prev 102.5 (3:00pm)
EZ GE Factory Orders Apr exp 0.5% prev 3.0% (4:00pm)
EZ Sentix Investor Confidence Jun exp 23.8 prev 21.0
(6:30pm)
US Consumer Credit Apr exp $22.5bn prev $25.8bn
(5:00am)
CH Trade Balance May exp US$50.5bn prev US$42.9bn
CH Exports May y/y exp 32.0% prev 32.3%
CH Imports May y/y exp 54.5% prev 43.1%
Times are AEST. All data forecasts are m/m or q/q and seasonally adjusted
unless otherwise specified. Forecasts for Australian data are our forecasts
and for other countries they are consensus forecasts.
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